
F
uel cell systems offer clean and efficient energy production and
are currently under intensive development by several manufac-
turers for both stationary and mobile applications. The fuel cell
(FC) concept dates back to the early 1800s. The idea was first
published in [1], and its invention has largely been attributed to
W.R. Grove [2]. Although the availability and abundance of fos-

sil fuel has limited interest in FCs as a power source [3], recent advances
in membrane and electrode material, reduced usage of noble metal cata-
lysts, efficient power electronics, and electric motors have sparked inter-
est in direct electricity generation using FCs. In particular, proton
exchange membrane FCs (PEM-FCs), also known as polymer electrolyte
membrane FCs, are considered to be more developed than other FC tech-
nologies. These FCs have high power density, solid electrolyte, long cell
and stack life, and low corrosion. Moreover, these FCs operate at low tem-
peratures (50–100 ◦C), which enables fast start-up.

PEM-FCs consist of a proton-conducting membrane sandwiched
between two platinum-impregnated porous electrodes (membrane elec-
trode assembly, MEA), as shown in Figure 1. Hydrogen molecules are split
into protons and free electrons at the anode catalyst. The protons diffuse
through the membrane to the cathode and react with the supplied oxygen
and the returning electrons to produce water. During this process, the

electrons pass through an external load circuit and pro-
vide useful electric energy. A typical PEM-FC pro-

vides up to 0.6 W/cm2 depending on the catalyst
loading, the membrane and electrode material, and
the reactant (oxygen O2 and hydrogen H2) concen-
tration in the anode and cathode. To satisfy differ-

ent power requirements, many FCs are connected
electrically in series to form an FC stack (FCS).

Compared to batteries, FCs provide higher energy
density. For example, a methanol FC powertrain has an

energy density of about 1,900 Wh/kg, whereas a lead acid
battery provides 40 Wh/kg [4]. Moreover, battery recharging

is more time consuming than refueling FC vehicles with hydro-
gen or liquid fuel. FCs have higher efficiencies compared to heat

engines, and their use for modular electricity generation and electric vehi-
cles propulsion is promising [5]. FC efficiency is high at partial loads,
which occur in the majority of urban and highway driving scenarios [6].
At the nominal driving speed of 30 mph, the efficiency of an FC electric
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drive using hydrogen from natural gas is twice as high as
that of a conventional internal combustion engine [4].
Using pure hydrogen as fuel can reduce vehicle emissions,
especially in densely populated urban environments.

The dependence of PEM on high-purity hydrogen reac-
tant requires novel hydrogen generation and storage tech-
nologies. Fuel processors that reform hydrocarbon fuel
into gas rich in hydrogen are currently considered a near-
term solution to the hydrogen generation problem [7].
Controlling fuel processors to provide hydrogen on
demand can mitigate problems associated with hydrogen
storage and distribution [8], [9]. In the long term, hydro-
gen generation by means of water electrolysis based on
renewable energy from wind, waves, and sun, or reformed
hydrocarbon fuel through biomass will help reduce the
current dependence on fossil fuels.

The principle of electricity generation from a PEM-FC is
straightforward when the correct material properties, cell
structure, and hydrogen are in place. The FC power
response, however, is limited by air flow, pressure regula-
tion, heat, and water management [10]. Since current is
instantaneously drawn from the load source connected to
the FC, the FC control system is required to maintain opti-
mal temperature, membrane hydration, and partial pres-
sure of the reactants across the membrane to avoid
detrimental degradation of the FC voltage, which can
reduce efficiency. These critical FC parameters must be
controlled over a wide range of current, and thus power,
by a series of actuators such as valves, pumps, compres-
sor motors, expander vanes, fan motors, humidifiers, and

condensers. The resulting auxiliary actuator system,
shown in Figure 2, is needed to make fine and fast adjust-
ments to satisfy performance, safety, and reliability
requirements that are independent of age and operating
conditions. These requirements create challenging spatial
and temporal control problems [11]. In this article we
assume that compressed hydrogen is available, and we
concentrate on the challenges associated with the tempo-
ral characteristics of the air (oxygen) supply. The overall
FC system and relevant variables are shown in Figure 2.

We use control design techniques based on a dynamic
model developed in [12] and [13]. A similar modeling
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Figure 1. PEM FC reactions and structure. Water, 
electrical energy, and heat arise through the combination of
hydrogen and oxygen. Although the concept is simple, its
implementation requires a complex structure, sophisticated
materials, and accurately controlled conditions.
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approach is presented in [14] and discussed in [15] and
[16]. The stack terminal voltage Vst is calculated based on
the dynamically evolving load current and FC operating
conditions such as hydrogen and oxygen partial pressure.
The physical parameters are calibrated based on data
reported in the literature, and the system is sized to repre-
sent the high pressure FC stack used in the Ford P2000
Fuel Cell vehicle [10]. The model is then used to analyze
and design an air flow controller for the FC stack super-
charging device that provides fast and robust air flow to
the cathode.

The FC air flow needs to be controlled rapidly and effi-
ciently to avoid oxygen starvation and extend the life of
the stack [11], while minimizing parasitic losses of the
compressor [17]. Oxygen starvation is a complicated phe-
nomenon that occurs when the partial pressure of oxygen
falls below a critical level at any location within the mean-
der of the air stream in the cathode [18]. This phenome-
non entails a rapid decrease in cell voltage, which in
severe cases can cause a hot spot, or even burn-through
on the surface of a membrane. To prevent this catastroph-
ic event, the stack diagnostic system must either remove
the current from the stack or trigger shut-down. Although
the oxygen starvation is spatially varying, this phenome-
non is believed to be avoidable by regulating the cathode
excess oxygen ratio λO2, which is a lumped variable.

We thus regulate the oxygen excess ratio λO2 in the FCS
cathode by controlling the compressor motor voltage vcm

during step changes in current Ist drawn from the FCS. The
control problem is challenging for two reasons. First, the
topology of actuated, disturbance, and performance vari-
ables limits the disturbance rejection capabilities of any
realizable controller. In particular, the variables manipulat-
ed by means of the actuator vcm are upstream of where the
disturbance Ist affects the performance variable λO2 . The
second challenge arises from the fact that the traditionally
used measurements for λO2 regulation are upstream of the
performance variable due to difficulties in sensing within a
vapor-saturated flow stream. To improve the system
observability, we propose the use of FCS voltage in coordi-
nation with other feedback measurements. The proposed
use of voltage by the feedback controller does not add cost
to the overall system since voltage is already used in diag-
nostic and emergency shut-down procedures. Note that the
FCS voltage cannot be used as the sole output-injection

variable in the FCS observer because voltage depends on
other variables such as hydrogen partial pressure [8], [19]
and membrane humidification (dryness and flooding).

Apart from the air flow control design, we show that the
closed-loop FC stack impedance resembles a passive resis-
tive power source (Rst = 0.05 �) for current excitations
slower than 0.1 rad/s. The FC impedance defines the power
quality of the FCS as a power source [20] especially when
the FCS is connected to sensitive electronic equipment or
to a grid of heterogeneous power sources [20], [21]. Finally,
we show that minimizing parasitic losses and providing fast

air flow regulation are conflicting objec-
tives. The conflict arises from the fact
that the flow device uses part of the
stack power to accelerate. One way to
resolve this conflict is to augment the
FCS system with an auxiliary battery or
an ultracapacitor to drive the auxiliary
devices or buffer the FCS from transient
current demands. These additional com-

ponents, however, introduce complexity and additional
weight [4]. We analyze the tradeoff between the two objec-
tives using a single-input, two-output (SITO) control config-
uration [22]. We then show that a compromise needs to be
made between oxygen starvation and FCS net power for
transients faster than 0.7 rad/s (see Figure 19). Although
this number is specific to our system, our analysis proce-
dure is general and can be applied to other FC systems.

Nonlinear Fuel Cell Stack 
System Model
In this section we present a nonlinear dynamic model of
the FC system using electrochemical, thermodynamic, and
zero-dimensional fluid flow principles documented in
detail in [12] and [13]. We concentrate on the dynamical
PEM-FC behavior associated with the reactant pressure
and flow, and we neglect the slower dynamics associated
with temperature regulation and heat dissipation. We
assume that the averaged stack temperature Tst is well
regulated for all phases modeling, analysis, and control
design. We also assume that the inlet reactant flows in the
cathode and anode can be humidified in a consistent and
rapid way. Although the last assumption is not satisfied in
practice, especially during fast transients, lack of experi-
mental data prevents the accurate representation and
analysis of dynamic coupling between temperature and
humidity variations.

In this study, we assumed as shown in Figure 3 that
the multiple cathode and anode volumes of FCs in the
stack are lumped together as a single stack cathode and
anode volume. Pressurized hydrogen is supplied to the
FC stack anode through a pressure regulator. The anode
supply and return manifold volumes are small, and the
pure hydrogen flow allows us to lump these volumes into
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Simple control techniques provide useful
insight critical for the development of
robust and efficient fuel cell systems.



one “anode’’ volume. We denote the variables associated
with the lumped anode volume by the subscript “an.” The
cathode supply manifold (sm) lumps the volumes associ-
ated with pipes and connections between the compressor
and stack cathode (ca). The cathode supply manifold vol-
ume in the Ford P2000 experimental vehicle is significant
due to the long distance between the flow control device,
located at the front of the vehicle, and the stack, located
in the rear of the vehicle [10]. The cathode return mani-
fold represents the lumped volume of pipes downstream
of the stack cathode.

Nomenclature
The variables we use are listed below. Masses (kg) are
denoted with m, mass flows (kg/s) with W , molar masses
(kg/mol) with M, pressure (kPa) with p, temperatures (K)
with T , vapor saturation pressure at temperature Tx with
psat(Tx) = px

sat , relative humidity with φ , humidity ratio
with �, rotational speed (rad/s) with ω, power (watts) with
P, current (A) with I, current density (A/cm2) with i, area
(cm2) with A, volume (m3) with V, voltage (volts) with v.
The variables associated with vapor are denoted with a
subscript v, water with w, oxygen with O2, nitrogen with
N2, and hydrogen with H2. The variables in specific vol-
umes have as a second subscript the volume identifier
(sm,, ca, rm, an). The variables associated with the electro-
chemical reactions are denoted with “rct.” The variables
for the compressor or the compressor motor have “cp” or
“cm,” respectively, as their subscript. Similarly, the stack
variables use “st,” the individual FCs variables use “fc,” the
atmospheric variables use “atm,” and the membrane vari-
ables use “mbr.”

State-Space Representation
Mass conservation yields governing equations for oxygen,
nitrogen, and water mass inside the cathode volume given by

dmO2

dt
= WO2,in − WO2,out − WO2,rct, (1)

dmN2

dt
= WN2,in − WN2,out, (2)

dmw,ca

dt
= Wv,ca,in − Wv,ca,out + Wv,gen + Wv,mbr. (3)

The rate of change of the mass mw,ca of water inside the
cathode depends solely on the summation of vapor flows,
because it is assumed that the liquid water does not leave
the stack and evaporates into the cathode gas if cathode
humidity drops below 100%. The mass of water is in vapor
form until the relative humidity of the gas exceeds saturation
(100%), at which point vapor condenses into liquid water.
The cathode pressure is then calculated using Dalton’s law
of partial pressures (pca = pO2 + pN2 + pv,ca). The partial

pressures for the oxygen (pO2 = (RTst)/(MO2Vca)mO2 ), nitro-
gen (pN2 = (RTst)/(MN2Vca)mN2 ), and vapor 
(pv,ca = φcapst

sat) in the cathode are algebraic functions of the
states through the ideal gas law and the psychrometric laws
since the cathode temperature is assumed to be fixed and
equal to the overall stack temperature at Tst = 353 K (80 ◦C).
Given the vapor saturation pressure pst

sat, the relative humidi-
ty is φca = min[1, (mw,caRTst)/(pst

satMvVca)].
The flow rates into and out of the cathode are defined

based on the difference between the pressures of the
upstream and downstream gases. These relations are
defined in the next section based on the states in the sup-
ply and the return manifold. In particular, the rate of
change of mass msm inside the supply manifold is gov-
erned by mass conservation, and the rate of change psm of
supply manifold pressure is governed by energy conserva-
tion modeled by

dmsm

dt
= Wcp − Wsm, (4)

dpsm

dt
= γ R

Matm
a Vsm

(WcpTcp − WsmTsm), (5)

where R is the universal gas constant, γ is the ratio of the
specific heat capacities of air, Matm

a is the molar mass of
atmospheric air at φatm, Vsm is the manifold volume, and
Tsm = (psmVsmMatm

a )/(Rmsm) is the supply manifold gas
temperature.

The flow and temperature out of the compressor (Wcp

and Tcp) depend on the compressor rotational speed ωcp,
which is governed by the combined compressor motor
inertia Jcp according to

Jcp
dωcp

dt
= 1

ωcp
(Pcm − Pcp), (6)

where Pcm and Pcp denote the power supplied to the
compressor motor and the power required to drive the
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Figure 3. Schematic of the fuel cell reactant supply system.
The lumped parameter model uses four control volumes with
spatially invariant time-varying variables.
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compressor, respectively. The compressor motor
power Pcm(vcm, ωcp) is calculated from the motor input
voltage vcm , which is the actuator signal. Other nonlin-
ear maps are used to calculate the consumed compres-
sor power Pcp(ωcp, (psm)/(patm), Tatm) ,  the f low rate
Wcp(ωcp, (psm)/(patm), Tatm) ,  and f low temperature
Tcp(ωcp, (psm)/(patm), Tatm) . Numerical values for these
nonlinear maps can be found in [23].

The state equation of the return manifold pressure is

dprm

dt
= RTst

Mca
a Vrm

(Wca − Wrm), (7)

where Vrm and Tst denote return manifold volume and gas
temperature, respectively. Note that the isothermal
assumption in the return manifold allows us to eliminate
the state mrm, which now depends on prm according to the
ideal gas law (mrm = (prmVrmMca

a )/(RTst)).
The governing equations for hydrogen and water in the

anode can be written as

dmH2

dt
= WH2,in − WH2,purge − WH2,rct, (8)

dmw,an

dt
= Wv,an,in − Wv,purge − Wv,mbr, (9)

with the anode pressure and relative humidity calculated as

pan = RTst

MH2Van
mH2︸ ︷︷ ︸

pH2

+ min
[

1,
RTstmw,an

MvVanpst
sat

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

φan

pst
sat.

In summary, the nonlinear model based on the state
equations (1)–(9) inolves the nine states

xNL = [
mO2 , mH2 , mN2 , ωcp, psm, msm, mw,an, mw,ca, prm

]T
.

Reactant Flow Rates
The air temperature in the supply manifold Tsm from (4)–
(5) is typically higher than the desired stack temperature
Tst due to the high compressor exit temperature Tcp. We
assume that a “perfect” heat exchanger has been imple-
mented to maintain the temperature of the cathode inlet-
flow to the desired Tst . Similarly, we assume that an
instantaneous humidifier regulates the relative humidity
of the cathode inlet-flow at the desired relative humidity
φdes

ca,in by injecting vapor. We employ these assumptions,
despite their severity, to achieve basic understanding of
the oxygen starvation problem by isolating the flow/pres-
sure dynamics from the temperature and humidity
dynamics. Future work will extend the model to include
realistic heat exchanger and vaporizer characteristics.

The outlet mass flow rates of the supply manifold
Wsm(pca, psm, Tsm), the cathode Wca(prm, pca, Tst), and the
return manifold Wrm(patm, prm, Tst) are calculated using
nozzle equations [12].

Based on the gas outflow from the supply manifold,
specifically, its mass flow rate Wsm, pressure psm, desired
humidity φdes

ca,in, and temperature Tst, along with the atmos-
pheric air conditions (patm, Tatm, φatm, χO2 ), we calculate
the individual species of (1)–(3) by means of

WO2,in = yO2

1
1 + 
atm

Wsm, (10)

WN2,in = yN2

1
1 + 
atm

Wsm, (11)

Wv,ca,in = 
ca,in

1 + 
atm
Wsm. (12)

We define the mass fraction of oxygen and nitrogen in the
dry atmospheric air as yO2 = χO2 MO2/Matm

a and
yN2 = (1 − χO2)MN2/Matm

a , where Matm
a = χO2 MO2

+ (1 − χO2) MN2 and χO2 = 0.21 is the oxygen mole fraction
in dry air. The atmospheric (at compressor inlet) and cath-
ode inlet humidity ratio are given by


atm = Mv

Ma

φatmpatm
sat /patm

1 − φatmpatm
sat /patm

, (13)


ca,in = Mv

Ma

φdes
ca,inpst

sat

psm(1 − φatmpatm
sat /patm)

. (14)

Also, the mass flow rate of each species out of the cathode
is calculated as

WO2,out = mO2

mca
Wca, (15)

WN2,in = mN2

mca
Wca, (16)

Wv,ca,out = pv,caVcaMv

RTstmca
Wca, (17)

where mca = mO2 + mN2 + (pv,caVcaMv)/(RTst) is the total
mass of the cathode gas.

The oxygen reaction rate WO2,rct , hydrogen reaction
rate WH2,rct, and water generation rate Wv,gen are calculat-
ed from the stack current Ist by using the electrochemical
equations

WO2,rct = MO2

n Ist

4F
, (18)

WH2,rct = MH2

n Ist
2F

, (19)

Wv,gen = Mv
n Ist

2F
, (20)
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where n is the number of cells in the stack and F is the
Faraday number (F = 96, 485 C).

The mass flow Wv,mbr of vapor across the membrane is
calculated using mass transport principles and membrane
properties given in [24] according to

Wv,mbr = Mv Afcn
(

nd
i
F

− Dw
(φca − φan)

tm

)
, (21)

where Afc is the active area of the FC and i is the FC cur-
rent density (current per active area, Ist/Afc). The variable
nd (φca, φan) is the electro-osmotic coefficient,
Dw(φca, φan, Tst) is the diffusion coefficient, and tm is mem-
brane thickness used in the work of [24] and [25] and doc-
umented in [12].

The anode inlet flow rate Wan,in = kp,an(pca − pan + δp)

is regulated to maintain a constant pressure difference δp
across the membrane. This rate can be achieved by using
high-gain proportional control with reference signal provid-
ed by the supply manifold pressure sensor. The hydrogen
and water flows to the anode in (8)–(9) are calculated by

WH2,in = 1
1 + �an,in

Wan,in, (22)

Wv,an,in = �an,in

1 + �an,in
Wan,in. (23)

The anode inlet humidity ratio �an,in is calculated from the
flow temperature Tan,in, relative humidity φan,in, and pres-
sure pan,in of the flow leaving the hydrogen humidifier by
means of

�an,in = Mv

MH2

φan,inpan,in
sat

pan,in
. (24)

The relative humidity φan,in is set to 50% to provide sub-
saturated conditions in the anode (φan < 1), which, in turn,
prevents anode flooding. Under these conditions, the
anode purge is disabled (Wv,purge = 0).

Performance Variables
The nonlinear state equations in (10) have the form

ẋNL = f(xNL,u, w), (state equations)

u = vcm, (actuator (control) signals)

w = Ist, (exogenous inputs)

where the control input u is the compressor motor voltage
vcm, and the disturbance input w is the current Ist drawn
from the FCS. The performance variables are the net power
Pnet = P ref

net( Ist) produced by the FCS system and the
excess oxygen ratio λO2 = λd

O2
in the FCS cathode. Both per-

formance variables are defined below.

The FC voltage vfc is given in the form of either
polarization curves or a nonlinear map [12] of current
density i and other anode and cathode variables as
vfc(i, pO2 , pH2 , Tst, φca, φan) . Figure 4 shows polarization
curves for different values of oxygen partial pressure pO2 .
Since n FCs are connected in series to form an FC stack
(FCS), the total FCS voltage and power are vst = nvfc and
Pst = nAfcvfci. The air compressor is the main contributor
of parasitic loss in the FC system [17], therefore the net
power obtained from the FC stack system is

Pnet = Pst(xNL, Ist) − Pcm(xNL, vcm). (25)

The oxygen excess ratio λO2
is then used as the lumped

variable that indicates FCS oxygen starvation

λO2 = WO2,in(xNL)

WO2,rct(xNL, Ist)
. (26)

We explicitly denote the dependence on the input Ist ,
which directly affects WO2,rct and causes an instantaneous
drop of λO2. On the other hand, the actuator vcm affects
the oxygen excess ratio λO2 indirectly through the states
xNL . High λO2, and thus high oxygen partial pressure,
improves the total power Pst but also requires higher Pcm.

Above an optimum λO2 level, that depends on Ists [12], fur-
ther increase of λO2 will cause a decrease in Pnet. For sim-
plification we assume the fixed value λd

O2
= 2. In the future,

extremum-seeking or other maximum-finding techniques
can be used to search on-line for the optimum excess oxy-
gen ratio level.
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Figure 4. FC polarization curves for different oxygen partial
pressures. The cell voltage drops as the current density
drawn from the fuel cell increases. The steady-state voltages
depend on the activation, ohmic, and concentration losses.
The losses increase when the partial pressure of oxygen in
the cathode decreases.
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The overall control design objective is to define the
compressor motor input voltage vcm to maintain
λO2 = 2 and achieve the desired FC system net power
Pnet = P ref

net( Ist) based on a static map of the current drawn
from the FCS. The potential measurements include air flow
rate Wcp through the compressor, supply manifold pres-
sure psm, and stack voltage vst. The resulting control prob-
lem is given by

y = [Wcp psm vst]T = hy(xNL,u, w), (measurements)

z =[ePnetλO2 ]T = hz(xNL,u, w), (performance variables)

where ePnet = P ref
net − Pnet. Figure 2 illustrates the physical

location of all of the input/output variables. First we focus
on the problem of using the compressor motor voltage
vcm to regulate the oxygen excess ratio λd

O2
= 2. Next we

consider two control objectives, namely, ed
Pnet

= 0 and
λd

O2
= 2. Note that the two objectives are achievable at

steady state, but not during transients, by a single control
actuator. The tradeoff between the performance variables
ePnet and λO2 is presented at the end of this article.

Control Configurations
We consider three different control schemes for the FC stack
system as illustrated in Figure 5. Because the disturbance
(stack current) can be measured, a static function that corre-
lates the steady-state value between the control input vcm

and the disturbance Ist can be used in the feedforward path.
This static feedforward (sFF) scheme shown in Figure 5(a) is
easily implemented with a look-up table. The static feedfor-
ward controller determines the compressor voltage com-
mand v∗

cm, which achieves an air flow that replenishes the
oxygen flow depleted during a current command Ist. For spe-
cific ambient conditions of pressure, temperature, and
humidity, the required air flow can be calculated analytically
from the stack current W∗

cp = fcp( Ist) based on electrochem-
ical and thermodynamic principles modeled by

W ∗
cp =(1 + �atm)W ∗

air

=
(

1+ Mv

Matm
a

φatmpatm
sat(

patm − φatmpatm
sat

)
)

1
χO2

λO2 MO2

n Ist

4F
.

(27)

Analytical modeling or experimental testing can be used to
construct the inverse of compressor and compressor
motor maps to find v∗

cm = fcm( Ist) that the desired air flow
W∗

cp. In this article we use nonlinear simulation to deter-
mine the static feedforward controller sFF that cancels the
effect of the current disturbance w = Ist to the oxygen
excess ratio z2 = λO2 at steady state.

When an analytical model of the FCS is available, a
dynamic feedforward controller can be designed to achieve
better transient response. In particular, a linear dynamic
feedforward controller (dFF) that cancels the effect of w to z2

over a wide range of frequencies is designed first. A propor-
tional integral feedback controller (PI) is designed to reduce
sensitivity to modeling error, device aging, and variations in
ambient conditions. As discussed later, the PI feedback con-
troller must be sufficiently slow so that the transient
response of the combined dFF+PI controller does not deteri-
orate. The need for a small integral gain arises from the fact
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Figure 5. Three different control configurations. 
Configuration (a) represents a steady-state feedforward 
control that can be implemented with a look-up table. 
Configuration (b) includes a dynamic feedforward controller,
which achieves good transient regulation but lacks 
robustness to plant variations, and a PI feedback controller
for steady state regulation. Configuration (c) includes 
observer-based feedback and a static feedforward controller.
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that the PI controller acts on the compressor flow y1 = Wcp

upstream of the cathode inlet air flow Wsm, which directly
affects the performance variable z2 = λO2 through (10) and
(26). Unfortunately, Wsm is difficult to measure due to the
high relative humidity in the cathode inlet conditions.

In the following sections we also study the performance
of observer-based and integral-augmented feedback con-
trol architecture. A feedback controller is combined with
the static feedforward controller as shown in Figure 5(c) to
form the sFF+obsFB controller whose order is similar to
the order of the dFF+PI controller. We show that an
observer-based feedback that uses only the air flow mea-
surement y1 = Wcp achieves marginally higher closed-loop
bandwidth than the simple PI feedback controller. Signifi-
cant improvement of the closed-loop bandwidth is
achieved by measuring the stack voltage and using this sig-
nal in the observer-based feedback controller. The multi-
ple measurements allow better observability of the system
states and, consequently, better regulation of the transient
excess oxygen ratio z2 = λO2 .

Linearization
We linearize the nonlinear system (1)–(26) at the nominal
operating point with net power zo

1 = 40 kW and oxygen
excess ratio zo

2 = 2. The inputs that correspond to this
operating point are a stack current of wo = 191 A, and a
compressor motor voltage of uo = 164 V. The linear
model is given by 

δẋ = Aδx + Buδu + Bwδw,

δz = Czδx + Dzuδu + Dzwδw,

δy = C yδx + Dyuδu + Dywδw, (28)

where δ(·) = (·) − (·)o represents deviation from a nominal
value. The state x, measurements y, performance variables
z, input u, and disturbance w, are defined by

xT = [
mO2 , mH2 , mN2 , ωcp, psm, msm, mw,an, prm

]
,

yT =[Wcp, psm, vst], zT = [ePnet, λO2],

u = vcm, w = Ist.

The units of states and outputs are scaled so that all
states have comparable magnitudes: mass in grams, pres-
sure in bar, rotational speed in kRPM, mass flow rate in
gallons per second, power in kilowatts, voltage in volts,
and current in amps. Note that the resulting linear model
has eight states, whereas the nonlinear model has nine
states. The mass mw,ca of water in the cathode is removed
because it is unobservable after linearization. The reason
is as follows: With the membrane parameters in (21),
there is excessive water flow from anode to cathode that
results in fully humidified cathode gas. Thus, for constant
temperature, the vapor pressure is constant and equal to

the saturated vapor pressure. Moreover, the nonlinear
model does not include the effects of liquid condensation,
also known as “flooding,” on any of the measurements or
performance variables.

There are two linearization cases. The first is the regular
input/output linearization of the plant with(
A, Bu, Bw, . . . , Dzw

)
as in (28). This model is used in the

next section to design the dynamic feedforward controller
in Figure 5(b). The second linearization is performed to
include the static feedforward map fcp(w). The correspond-
ing matrices 

(
A, Bu, Bo

w, . . . , Do
zw

)
are used in the following

sections to design the observer-based feedback controller
shown in Figure 5(c). As our notation indicates, the matri-
ces of the two systems are the same, with the following
exceptions: Bo

w = ((∂f/∂w) + (∂f/∂u)(∂ fcp/∂w))|xo,uo,wo

= Bw + Bu(∂ fcp/∂w)|wo and Do
z1w = Dz1w +Dz1u(∂ fcp/∂w)|wo).

Note that Dz2w is the same for both cases since Dz2u = 0.
For both linear systems, the proportional anode flow con-
trol is included in the linearization.

Dynamic Feedforward
Due to the topology of the control input u = vcm and the
disturbance w = Ist with respect to the performance vari-
able z2 = λO2

, the disturbance rejection capabilities of the
open-loop system are moderate. In particular, the control
signal u = vcm affects the performance variable z2 = λO2

through the dynamics associated with the compressor
inertia, supply manifold filling, and, eventually, cathode
manifold filling as shown in Figure 2. On the other hand,
the disturbance w = Ist affects the performance variable
z2 = λO2

directly (see Figure 2 and (26)). To achieve good
disturbance rejection, the control variable u needs to use a
lead filter for the measured disturbance w based on the
inversion of the open-loop dynamics [26].

The linear system can be arranged in the transfer func-
tion form

�Z2 = Gz2u�U + Gz2w�W, (29)

where Gz2u(s) = Cz2(s I − A)−1 Bu and Gz2w(s) = Cz2

× (s I − A)−1 Bw + Dz2w , and all upper-case variables are in
the Laplace domain. Let a dynamic feedforward controller
be �U = Kuw�W , as shown in Figure 6.

The transfer function from W to Z2 can be written as

Tz2w = �Z2

�W
= (Gz2w + Gz2uKuw). (30)

For perfect disturbance rejection, that is, Tz2w = 0, the
feedforward controller K ideal

uw is given by

K ideal
uw = −G−1

z2uGz2w. (31)

Since the open-loop plant dynamics Gz2u is minimum
phase and Gz2w is stable, K ideal

uw is a stable controller.
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Either modification of the current disturbance or tech-
niques from [27] and [28] can be used in the case of a
delay or nonminimum phase system dynamics. The
inverse of the Gz2u transfer function calculated in (31) is
not proper and thus not realizable. Moreover, K ideal

uw uses
high gain at high frequencies. To obtain a strictly proper
controller Kuw, high-frequency components of K ideal

uw are
removed using a low-pass filter with break frequencies at
80, 120, and 120 rad/s. By increasing the filter break fre-
quencies, the response of z2 can be made faster at the
expense of large control action.

Even though the dynamic feedforward controller cancels
the effect of w to z2 at a wide range of frequencies, the
model-based inversion can adversely affect the disturbance
rejection capability in the presence of unknown distur-
bances, modeling errors, and parameter variations. Because
there is no feedback, the sensitivity function of the system
with respect to unknown disturbances is equal to unity at all
frequencies. The frequency domain modifications in [29]
can be used to reduce the cancellation controller sensitivity
if bounds on the size of the plant uncertainties are available.
In this article, we use a PI controller to reduce the closed-
loop sensitivity at low frequencies and ensure that the Wcp

flow reaches the desired value W∗
cp = fcp( Ist) at steady

state. The dFF+PI controller is given by

U = Kuw
(

Ist − Iost
) +

(
kp,ca + kI,ca

s

)(
W∗

cp − Wcp

)
. (32)

Since increasing the weighting gain kI,ca on the integrator
degrades the speed of response z2 = λO2 , a small integral
kI,ca is used. The reason for the response degradation of
the performance variable z2 = λO2 is that the integrator is
applied to the air flow measurement y1 = Wcp far upstream
from the point at which z2 = λO2 is defined (see Figure 2).
Moving the flow measurement closer to the FC stack (either
flow entering or exiting) is more appropriate in terms of
control design, but is problematic due to high vapor con-
centration and potential condensation on the sensor [30]. 

Figure 7 shows the response of the nonlinear system with
the dFF+PI controller subjected to a series of current steps.
The dFF+PI controller has better disturbance rejection
capability (from w = Ist to z2 = λO2 ) than the static feedfor-
ward (sFF). After an initial excursion, which cannot be
avoided as long as a causal controller is implemented, the
dFF+PI returns λO2 to the 0.2% band of the desired λO2 with-
in 0.04 s, whereas the sFF returns λO2 within 0.075 s. These
response data show that the dFF+PI system is approximate-
ly twice as fast as the system with the static feedforward
controller (sFF). Calibration and implementation of the PI
controller is straightforward. However, the simplicity of this
control configuration usually results in reduced system
robustness (see Figure 11) since the control performance
relies more on the feedforward path. In an effort to design a
better (higher bandwidth) feedback controller, we next
explore an observer-based feedback control design.

Observer-Based
Feedback Control Design
The feedback controller is based on linear-quadratic tech-
niques, which decompose the design problem into state
feedback and observer synthesis using the separation prin-
ciple. The linear model obtained from linearization with
the static feedforward (sFF) is used to design the feedback
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Figure 6. Dynamic feedforward control. The feedforward con-
troller changes the compressor voltage to replenish the oxygen
depleted from the cathode by the current. Regulation is
achieved by approximate inversion of the air path dynamics.

δz2
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δu +

+

Gz2w

Kuw Gz2u

dFF

Linearized FCS

Figure 7. Response of FCS with dynamic feedforward and PI
controller in nonlinear simulation during step changes in cur-
rent. The response with a static feedforward sFF controller
(dashed line) is shown for comparison.
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controller. Note here that we use the sFF and not the dFF
in the linear model to minimize the order of the observer-
based feedback controller.

State Feedback
The linear quadratic regulator (LQR) algorithm is used to
design the state feedback controller. Integral control is
combined with state feedback to reduce the steady-state
error of the control output. Since the performance variable
λO2 cannot be measured, integral control must be applied
to one of the available measurements. The most obvious
choice is to integrate the compressor flow rate y1 = Wcp

for two reasons: First, it is easy to measure Wcp. Second, it
is relatively easy to calculate the compressor air flow rate
W∗

cp = fcp( Ist) that satisfies the desired oxygen excess ratio
from (27). This calculation is based on electrochemical and
thermodynamic calculations for known ambient conditions.
The resulting state equation for the integrator is thus

q̇ = W∗
cp − Wcp. (33)

The cost function

J =
∫ ∞

0
δx̂T C T

z2
Qz2 Cz2δx̂ + qT Q Iq + δuT Rδu dt (34)

is used for the state feedback

δu = −K
[
δx̂,q

]T = −Kpδx̂ − K Iq, (35)

where the controller gain is K := R−1 B̂T
u P̄ and P̄ satisfies

the algebraic Riccati equation (ARE)

P̄ Â + ÂT P̄ + Q̂x − P̄ B̂uR−1 B̂T
u P̄ = 0, (36)

where Â = [A, 0 ; −C y1 , 0] , B̂u = [Bu; 0], Q̂x = diag
(Qx, Q I), and Qx = C T

z2
Qz2 Cz2 .

The integral gain is set to a small value for the same rea-
sons discussed in the dynamic feedforward design section.
Due to the fact that there is disturbance feedthrough on
the performance variable [see (28)], we add a pre-compen-
sator up [31], [32], which modifies the control input u
according to

u = u∗ + up − K[δx̂,q]T ,

up =
[
Cz2(A − BuKp)

−1 Bu

]−1

×
[
Dz2w − Cz2(A − BuKp)

−1 Bw

]
. (37)

The linear closed loop response λO2 of the system with the
full-state feedback controller sFF+stateFB in (37) is twice
as fast as the open loop with the static feedforward con-
troller sFF (u = u∗ ) as shown in Figure 8. The time

response achieved by dFF+PI controller is not shown in
Figure 8 because it is practically identical to the time
response achieved with the full state feedback controller
sFF+stateFB. The magnitude of the closed loop frequency
response from the disturbance w = Ist to the performance
variable z2 = λO2 is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that
the sFF+stateFB controller reduces the magnitude of
z2 = λO2 at frequencies between 0.5 and 40 rad/s.

To prevent stack starvation, the stack current signal is
typically filtered by a low-pass filter to allow enough time
for the air supply system to increase air flow to the cath-
ode. Since this solution slows down the FC power
response, it is desirable to use the highest possible cutoff
frequency in the low-pass filter such that fast current can
be drawn without starving the stack. As can be seen from
Figure 9, to reduce the magnitude of the excess ratio, the
current filter used for the controlled system can have a
higher cutoff frequency, which means that the controlled
system can handle faster current draw. To completely
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Figure 8. Unit step response of system with full state 
feedback in linear simulation. The dashed line shows the 
system response with the nonlinear static feedforward sFF
controller. The comparison demonstrates that the addition of
state feedback achieves faster regulation with small 
overshoot in oxygen excess ratio.

Figure 9. Magnitude of closed-loop frequency response from
w to z2. The dashed and the dash-dot lines show the system
response with the static feedforward (sFF) and the system
response with the dynamic feedforward (dFF) plus PI con-
troller, respectively. The comparison demonstrates that the
static feedforward with state feedback (solid line)
reduces the magnitude of z2 = λO2 at frequencies between
0.5 and 40 rad/s (0.08 to 6.4 Hz).
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avoid stack starvation, the closed-loop system can be com-
bined with a current limiter using a reference governor
[33] or a model predictive controller [34].

Observer Design
The estimate δx̂ of the state used in the calculation of the
control input by (37) is determined using a state observer
based on a stationary Kalman estimator design. The avail-
able measurements are compressor air flow rate y1 = Wcp,
supply manifold pressure y2 = psm, and FC stack voltage
y3 = vst (see Figure 2).

The requisite observability analysis is performed in
[13], which shows the system eigenvalues λi, the corre-
sponding eigenvectors, and the corresponding rank and
condition number of

[λi I − A C y]T (38)

for three different cases: 1) measuring only y1, 2) measur-
ing y1 and y2, and 3) measuring y1, y2, and y3. The dynam-
ics associated with an eigenvalue are unobservable if the
corresponding matrix (38) loses rank [35, sect. 2.4]. In
this sense the corresponding eigenvalue is unobservable.
A large condition number implies that a matrix is almost
rank deficient. Thus, the large condition number of the
matrix (38) indicates a weakly observable eigenvalue λi.

Comparing cases 1 and 2 shows that adding the measure-
ment y2 does not affect the observability. The eigenvectors
associated with the two unobservable eigenvalues  with
measurements y1 and y2 suggest that the unobservable
mode corresponds to the mass mw,an of vapor in the anode.
This observation agrees with the fact that the two measure-
ments are in the air supply side, and the only connection to
the water in the anode is a small membrane water flow. The
hydrogen mass is more observable through the anode flow
control, which regulates anode pressure following cathode
pressure. Since these unobservable eigenvalues are fast,
they have minimal effect on the observer performance. On
the other hand, two slow eigenvalues −1.65 and −1.40
degrade observer performance because they are weakly
observable, as indicated by their large condition numbers.

Adding the stack voltage measurement improves the
state observability, as can be seen from the rank and the
condition number for case 3. Although measuring the supply

manifold pressure does not significantly improve the system
observability, we nevertheless include this measurement
because of its importance in regulating the anode pressure.

The high condition number for the
slowest eigenvalue  can degrade observ-
er performance even in the case of three
measurements. Many design iterations
confirm the degradation. When this
eigenvalue is moved, the resulting
observer gain is large, and thus pro-
duces a large observer error overshoot.
To prevent high observer gain, we
design a reduced-order output estimator

(closed-loop observer) for the observable part and an
input estimator (open-loop observer) for the weakly
observable part. Below, the design process for the case of
three measurements is explained.

First, the system matrices are transformed to the modal
canonical form δx̃ = Tδx [36] such that the new system
matrices are

Ã = T AT−1 =




λ1 0
. . .

0 λ8


 , (39)

C̃ = C yT−1, B̃ = T[Bw Bu]. (40)

Note the special structure of the matrix Ã, whose eigenval-
ues appear on the diagonal. The matrices are then parti-
tioned into

[
Ão 0
0 Ãō

]
,

[
B̃o

B̃ō

]
,

[
C̃o C̃ō

]
, (41)

where Ãō = λ8 = −1.40. The reduced-order observer gain L̃
is then designed for the matrices Ão, B̃o, and C̃o by means of

L̃ := S̃ C̃ T
o W̃−1

y ,

0 = S̃ ÃT
o + Ão S̃ + Ṽx + S̃ C̃ T

o W̃−1
y C̃o S̃ .

(42)

The chosen weighting matrices are

Ṽx = diag[0.01 10 10 0.01 10 10 10] + α B̃o B̃T
o , (43)

W̃y = 1 × 10−6diag[10 100 1], (44)

which correspond to the process noise and the measure-
ment noise, respectively, in the stochastic Kalman estima-
tor design [37]. The matrix Ṽx is in the form used in the
feedback loop recovery procedure [38]. The reduced-order
observer gain L̃ is then transformed to the original coordi-
nate by means of

L = T−1[ L̃ 0]T . (45)
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The fuel cell stack voltage signal contains
high-frequency information about the
oxygen utilization, and thus is a natural
and valuable output for feedback.



Figure 10(a) shows the response of the observer error
based on three measurements in linear simulation. The ini-
tial errors of all states are set at 1% of maximum possible
deviation from the nominal point. It can be seen that most
of the states converge within 0.4 s. There is one slowly
converging state caused by the weakly observable eigen-
value λ8 = −1.40. Figure 10(b) shows the observer
response when using one measurement y1 = Wcp. Large
overshoot and slow convergence can be observed.

Figure 11 shows that the sFF+obsFB1 controller with
the single measurement y1 = Wcp does not reduce the
input sensitivity function as well as the sFF+obsFB3 con-
troller. Although, the loop transfer recovery method [38]
can be used to bring the input sensitivity closer to that of
full state feedback, the convergence rate of the observer is
compromised. The sFF+obsFB1 controller has better
bandwidth than the dFF+PI controller, but the full poten-
tial of the model-based controller is realized when the volt-
age measurement y3 = vst is included in the feedback. In
particular, Figure 11 shows that sFF+obsFB3 recovers the
full-state-feedback sensitivity.

Simulations of the nonlinear system with different con-
trollers are shown in Figure 12. Good transient response is
achieved by both dynamic feedforward control (dFF+PI)
and feedback control with three measurements (sFF+
obsFB3). However, the feedback configuration is superior in
term of robustness. The analysis of the performance and
robustness of the feedback controller indicates that the
voltage measurement should be used for feedback.

Different control configurations were considered in this
first part of the paper, and the features and properties of
each control design were presented. Because of its good

performance and robustness, the observer-based feed-
back with the FCS voltage measurement is used in the
remaining sections.
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Figure 10. Observer state error for different sets of measurements. (a) shows the observer error with compressor flow measurement.
(b) shows the observer error with three measurements, namely, compressor flow, supply manifold pressure, and stack voltage.
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Figure 11. Input sensitivity function for different controllers.
The sensitivity of the dynamic feedforward plus PI (dFF+PI)
and various dynamic output feedback controllers
(sFF+obsFBx) is necessarily smaller than the sensitivity asso-
ciated with the static feedforward controller (sFF with dotted
line), and larger than the sensitivity associated with the full
state feedback (sFF+stateFB with solid-thin line). The
dynamic output feedback controller with the voltage mea-
surement (sFF+obsFB3) recovers the sensitivity of the full
state feedback controller as shown by the two solid lines.
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Closed-Loop Fuel
Cell Impedance
In this section we calculate the impedance of the closed-
loop FC system comprised of i) the air flow controller
sFF+obsFB3 with the observer-based feedback
described above, ii) the simple proportional anode pres-
sure controller, and iii) the perfect cathode humidifica-
tion incorporated in the model in (12) and (14). Figure
13 shows a schematic of the closed-loop FC system,
which can now be viewed as a voltage source by the
power management system.

The voltage of the controlled FCS (cFCS) can be written
as vst(t) = vo

st + L−1(ZcFCS(s)� Ist(s)),where ZcFCS(s) is the
impedance of the cFCS and L denotes the Laplace opera-
tor. Figure 14 shows the Bode magnitude and phase of
ZcFCS(s). Electrochemical impedances are sometimes also
shown with Nyquist plots (see for example [39], [40]) and
used to identify the FCS performance for different material
selection. The Bode plot in Figure 14 indicates that the
cFCS can be represented by a passive resistance
|ZcFCS(ωlow)| = Rlow

cFCS = 0.05 Ohm for current commands
slower than 0.1 rad/s. A passive resistance of
|ZcFCS(ωhigh)| ≈ Rhigh

cFCS = 0.3 � can also be used for current
commands faster than 10 rad/s.
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Figure 12. Nonlinear simulation of FCS with different 
controllers. Using steady-state feedforward control plus the
dynamic output feedback control with measured voltage
(sFF+obsFB3, solid line) achieves fast regulation of the 
oxygen excess ratio.
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Figure 13. Controlled FC stack as viewed by the power management system. The schematic drawing emphasizes 
the air flow controller. Other important subsystems that affect the FC stack impedance are the water and thermal 
management control loops and the anode supply.
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A plot of current-voltage trajectories against non-con-
trolled FCS polarization curves is shown in Figure 15.
Immediately after a step change in current, the voltage
drops along the fixed cathode pressure polarization curve
based on the high frequency impedance Rhigh

cFCS = 0.3 �.
After the initial transient, the controlled FCS shows a volt-
age that transitions to another polarization curve of high-
er cathode pressure. This behavior is the reason for
smaller cFCS resistance Rlow

cFCS = 0.05 � at low frequencies.
The increase in operating cathode pressure is dictated by
the λO2 regulation. This phenomenon is associated with
the high pressure air supply through a high speed com-
pressor. A low pressure FCS will have similar controlled
and uncontrolled impedances, primarily due to the
approximately constant operating pressure.

Tradeoff Between Two
Performance Objectives
When there is no additional energy storage device, such as
a battery or ultra-capacitor, the power used to run the
compressor motor needs to be taken from the FC stack. A
transient step change in stack current requires rapid
increase in air flow to prevent depletion of cathode oxy-
gen. The rapid air flow increase, consequently, requires a
large amount of power drawn by the compressor motor
(Pcm) and thus increases parasitic loss, which affects the
system net power Pnet = PFC − Pcm.

The control problem we have considered so far is the sin-
gle-input, single-output (SISO) problem of controlling the
compressor voltage u = vcm to regulate the oxygen excess
ratio z2 = λO2. Achieving the desired value of z2 = λO2 during
steady-state ensures that the desired net power z1 = Pnet is
obtained. During transient, however, the two objectives are
independent, resulting in the single-input two-output (SITO)
control problem [22] shown in Figure 16.

Let us first consider the effects of the exogenous input
Ist and the control signal vcm on the first performance vari-
able z1 = Pnet( Ist, vcm) = PFC( Ist, vcm) − Pcm(vcm) , or, in
the linear sense, δz1 = Gz1wδw + Gz1uδu. As can be seen
from the step responses in Figure 17, Ist has a positive
effect on the net power. On the other hand, the compres-
sor voltage vcm causes an initial inverse response in the
net power due to a nonminimum phase zero. The last plot
in Figure 17 shows the net power during a step change in
Ist , together with a step change in vcm, which in steady-
state ensures that z2 = λd

O2
= 2. It can be seen that the

time needed for Pnet to reach the desired value is approxi-
mately one second.

It is apparent that to speed up the Pnet response, we
need either a larger magnitude of Ist to increase stack
power or smaller value of vcm to decrease the parasitic
losses. Both cases degrade the speed of λO2 response,
because larger Ist causes additional drops in λO2 , while
smaller vcm slows down the recovery rate of λO2. The

tradeoff between Pnet and λO2 responses always exists
because there is only one control actuator. The actuator
must compromise between the two conflicting perfor-
mance variables.

We systematically explore the tradeoff by setting up the
LQ control problem with the cost function

J =
∫ ∞

0
Qz1z2

1 + Qz2z2
2 + Ru2 + Q Iq

2 dt. (46)
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Figure 14. Impedance of the controlled FC stack.
Current signals with frequencies smaller than 0.1 rad/s cause
six times lower impedance than currents with 
frequencies larger than 10 rad/s.
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Figure 18 shows the time responses of the linear model
with different control gains based on different weightings
in the cost function. The tradeoff between Pnet and λO2 is
evident during transient. In particular, controller design 4
(solid line) corresponds to the best power response but at
the expense of slow recovery of the excess oxygen ratio.
On the other hand, the fast recovery of excess oxygen
ratio (dotted line) causes a net power lag of 0.2 s which
might be viewed as undesirable.

The same results are shown in the frequency domain in
Figure 19. The closer a curve is to zero, the better regula-
tion is achieved. It can be seen that there is a severe trade-
off between the net power and the oxygen excess ratio in
the frequency range between 0.7 rad/s and 20 rad/s. Inside
this frequency range, when the magnitude of the error in
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Figure 16. Schematic showing the input-output coupling in
the FCS air flow system. This coupling results in a tradeoff
between fast oxygen (air) reactant supply that ensures long
FCS life and transient FC net power response during rapid
current (load) demands.
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Figure 17. Response of Pnet to steps in (a) current Ist , (b)
compressor voltage vcm, and (c) coordinated Ist and vcm.
The compressor consumes a considerable fraction of the FC
power during transients.
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net power is pushed closer to zero, the magnitude of the
error in the oxygen excess ratio “pops up” indicating
worse λO2 regulation. To determine the best compromise
between the two performance objectives, one needs to
first establish a measure of how important the deviation in
excess oxygen ratio is to the stack life.

One option for overcoming this tradeoff is to filter the
current drawn from the stack and use an additional ener-
gy storage device such as battery or ultra-capacitor to
supplement the system power during transient. Another
option is to have an oxygen storage device placed near
the entrance of the stack to provide an instant oxygen
supply during rapid current changes. The required size
of the energy or oxygen storage devices can be deter-
mined based on the frequencies associated with the
tradeoff (Figures 9 and 19). The control analysis with the
dynamic model of the FC system provides an important
tool for identifying the required capacities of these stor-
age devices. 

Conclusion
In this article we analyzed and designed air flow con-
trollers that protect the FC stack from oxygen starvation
during step changes of current demand. The steady-state
regulation of the oxygen excess ratio in the FCS cathode is
achieved by assigning an integrator to the compressor
flow. Linear observability techniques were employed to
demonstrate improvements in transient oxygen regulation
when the FCS voltage is included as a measurement for
the feedback controller. Since this measurement has com-
monly been used for diagnostics and emergency shut-
down logic, no extra cost is incurred. The FCS voltage
signal contains high frequency information about the FC
oxygen utilization, and thus, is a natural and valuable out-
put for feedback.

We used linear optimal control design to identify the
frequencies at which there is a severe tradeoff between the
transient system net power performance and the stack
starvation control. The limitation arises when the FCS sys-
tem architecture dictates that all auxiliary equipment is
powered directly from the FC with no secondary power
sources. This plant configuration is preferred due to its
simplicity, compactness, and low cost.

The FC current-voltage dynamic relationship is cap-
tured by the FCS impedance given the closed-loop air
flow and perfect humidification and temperature regula-
tion. More work is under way to characterize the FCS
impedance for realistic humidification conditions [41].
We expect that the closed-loop FCS impedance will pro-
vide the basis for the systematic design of FC stack elec-
tronic components.

In the future, we will evaluate the air flow controller
under uncertain conditions in the cathode air and mem-
brane humidity. Moreover, we will evaluate our homogene-

ity assumption by studying the effect of spatial variations
in the gas concentration across the flow field.
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